Holiday Island Guide and FAQ

Congratulations on finding Holiday Island! Before you start, here are a few things to note. The game has a full story, and there are quests upon quests to be managed, undertaken and solved. In other words, if you want to just look at or fap to naked women, this isn’t a game for you. You might as well delete it now and spend your time on PornHub.

Holiday Island is a sandbox game featuring completely non-linear gameplay. It has a multitude of different options, random events and specialized encounters. This will constantly surprise the player and entice him to build his relationship with each of the girls surrounding him. Not what you are looking for? No worries, follow the advice above.

Holiday Island has a relationship and stats system for you and your ravishing fellow island guests. The quality of your relationships is the key to your progress. The game is constantly updating the parameters for traits such as: love, affection, anger, strength, charm and endurance. There are no wrong choices! The game is designed in a way that you cannot mess it up completely. There is always a way to recover and come back from poor decisions.

Initially the game can be a bit of a grind as you try to raise your stats and the stats of the women on the island. Just like in real life you will get hungry, horny, drunk and need to sleep! Winning over the hearts of all of these busty knockouts takes work! Sound like too much effort? See the advice above.

But I don’t want to grind. Well fortunately for your lazy butt there is an enabled console where you can input cheat codes. There will be more details and specifics later. Also, Wilson NE has done an approved mod which can either be downloaded from the first page or via this link:

https://f95zone.com/threads/holiday-island-companion-add-on-mod-by-niceerotica.20113/
WARNING

The overuse of cheat codes or entering them incorrectly can bork the game. You have been warned! Overusing the mod can also cause this. There are even warnings built into the mod about NOT maximizing everything. So, unless you are a total idiot heed the warnings. If you screw up the game, no one, repeat no one, will have any sympathy for you. Chances are, the girls will kick you off the island, and you will be forced to live a life of shame in your mom’s basement until you die.

CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU ARE THE DUMBEST IDIOT THAT HAS EVER LIVED

Now since we know you are not an idiot and heeded the warnings, let’s move on.
**Holiday Island Companion Add-On Mod by NiceErotica aka Wilson NE.**

**Features:**

- Ability to change the current stats of the player.
- Ability to change the current stats of the girls on the island.
- Fully described instructions for unlocking the achievements of the game.
- Add items to your inventory.
- New achievements from Holiday Island main game versions 0.1.5.x are fully described.

- Ability to remove some player effects: tiredness, drunkenness and hunger.
- Ability to filter the seen achievements in the guide section.
- Ability to filter the unseen achievements in the guide section.
- Added buttons for increasing the max love and affection of the girls.

**Follow the included install instruction carefully! If it doesn’t look like this, you installed incorrectly. Try again.**
The Console and Cheat Codes

If you are using the approved mod, chances are you will not need the console and cheat codes. However, on the odd chance you do, here is the information you need.

However, remember ...

The overuse of the cheat codes or entering them incorrectly can bork the game. You have been warned! To open the console, type <SHIFT-o> (that’s a lowercase ‘o’ not a zero) and type the codes there, then you can type exit or press <ESC> to close.

HERE IS THE BEST BIT OF ADVICE

SAVE OFTEN !!!!

Seriously you have 100+ pages with twelve slots per page available for ‘Saves’. You could save one girl per page or any other way that works for you. The reason to save often is to create multiple restore points. With multiple restore points you can go back and adjust variables like stats or wardrobe. You can use different actions or dialogues. All of these elements matter when trying to accomplish all the achievements. Okay, on to the cheat codes.
Popular cheat codes are:

To change your stats: (where xx is the new number, do not exceed maximum)

- player.looks=xx (max 5)
- player.charm=xx (max 5)
- player.strength=xx (max 10)
- player.hacking=xx (max 5)
- player.endurance_max=xx (max 100)
- player.endurance=xx (max 100)
- player.lust=xx (max 100)
- player.company_favor=xx (max 500)

To add items: (where xx is the number of items to be added)

- player.add_item("blue pill", xx)
- player.add_item("green pill", xx)
- player.add_item("sperm(eh) vial", xx)

To change a girl's stats: (replace name with the girl's uncapsilized first name & xx with the new number of the stat, but do not exceed maximum)

- name.rsm[0].favor=xx (max 100)
- name.rsm[0].affection_max=xx (max 100)
- name.rsm[0].affection=xx (max 100)
- name.rsm[0].love_max=xx (max 100)
- name.rsm[0].love=xx (max 100)
- name.rsm[0].anger=xx (max 100, but set to 0)
- name.lust=xx (max 100, note do not enter ".rsm[0].")
To change a girl's clothes:
   name.swimwear = (0-2) (3 for Amy's sling bikini)
   name.nightwear = (0-2)
   name.receptionwear = (0-1)

To know who will win at poker after the hand is initially dealt:
   g_cheats_enabled = True

To add player effects:
   player.add_effect("erection")
   player.add_effect("blue pill")

To remove player effects:
   player.rem_effect("erection")

To get a hack for Jennifer's implant: (also works for Yumiko & Joy)
   jennifer.monitoring_sub_dermal= 3
   jennifer.monitoring_sub_dermal_hacked = True
Okay, now that we have the mod with all the achievements and hints to accomplish them along with the Cheat Codes, is there anything else we need?

**What about a walkthrough?**

There is no walkthrough! Remember, this is a sandbox game, and your phone is your friend. Open your phone in the game and choose the button for girls. Poke the clapboard button to get a list of all the achievements for each girl divided into appointments, events and scenes. Mouseover the image and a hint will appear in the upper right corner. If that isn’t enough, the mod also has hints. Also, you are reading this guide and FAQ. Still not enough? Delete the game and find something else to play. Maybe Solitaire or something similar.

**I want to see all the CG’s and pretty pictures.** Then your best bet is to download unren.bat and install and run it. Look on F95Zone here:


**Why are some of the pictures in webp format?** It is a format that allows more detail and sharper pictures when the developer does the renders without increasing the photos to a ridiculous size of bytes. Windows can display them if you download the coded pack. After that you can open them in almost any application. So, you don’t have to convert them to jpg format. But if you want to, after you've installed the codecs, xnview can convert them. Codec is here:


You will need to restart Windows for the Explorer preview to work after you've installed the codec.

**What about the F95ZONE forum?**

You may comment on the game and ask questions there, but please have the courtesy to SEARCH first as chances are it has already been covered numerous times. If you are unsure how to search, follow these simple instructions.
How to search

You may have to be signed up and logged in to F95ZONE.

Open the search box in the upper right of the screen and enter what you are searching for.

Just this thread, no need to search all of F95Zone.

You may choose 'Advanced' options to insert a date range and more variables, but chances are you won't need to.

Now click on the RED search button. Do NOT press 'enter' on your keyboard!
Can someone share their ‘Save’ with me?

Supposedly that is possible, but are you really that lazy? You already have this guide and FAQ, hints for all the achievements, a means to cheat, you can see all the CG’s. What more do you need? Better yet, why did you even download the game if you are not going to play it?

Okay, okay, fine, go here:

https://englishhrpgs.wordpress.com/2018/06/26/holiday-island/

Use them at your own risk. However, if you bork the game, don’t expect any sympathy from anyone. Do yourself a favor and play the game! You’ll enjoy it, and with this guide, the cheat codes and mod, you can play start to finish in a few hours.

How come all the girls have huge boobs?

Did you say that you didn’t like Amazon body types or melon boobs? Well guess what? It doesn’t really matter as that just sets some parameters for who the initial girls are on the island. However, since the developer likes women with huge boobs, that is what you get. Deal with it or find another game to play.
Help, I cannot get the game to open or play.

Chances are, you installed it wrong or missed a patch or bugfix. You might even have gotten a corrupt or wrong file. Nothing against those that upload to F95ZONE, but it has happened in the past. The recommendation is to go to Darkhound’s Patreon page and download the latest game file(s) and bugfixes there.

https://www.patreon.com/darkhound1

You also might consider becoming a patron of his at some level. It is NOT a requirement, but there are advantages, which are explained in more detail on his page. Follow the above link.

Help, I have error messages, where should I send my ‘Traceback Error Report?’

Sadly, it is not a perfect world, and even though the developer spends hours poring over the game code before releasing an update, sometimes things get missed. However, before you race to post your error and ‘Traceback’ in the F95Zone Forum, read the report first or at the least the second to last line. If it does NOT say Holiday Island 0.1.6.x or whatever the current version of the game is, then you haven’t installed the latest, greatest version correctly. Go back and try installing again. Also, get into the habit of visiting the developer’s page at the link above. You’ll find the most up-to-date information on the game, releases and any bug fixes.

Also, you can check to see if your error has already been reported, fixed, or has a fix planned for the next update. If your error hasn’t been reported already, then post a description of your error along with your complete ‘traceback’ on the patreon page under the post titled "Post your bugs."
FAQ

I’m on the island, I’m standing at a desk in front of a girl, and I don’t know what to do.

Look at the clock in the upper left of the screen. It will look like this:

```
Intel Holiday Island

morning
Gameday: 1
Saturday 15. Jul. 07:00
```

It is 07:00am on the morning of the first day. That will change accordingly as you progress through the game.

Now look to the right of your screen and you will see a bunch of icons.

"Actions Desire" means the Receptionist’s name is Desire, and these are the actions you can take with her. To talk with her: click on either of the two conversation icons on the lower left. Go through the dialogue and note any messages that appear at the top of the screen.

When you’re finished talking, try choosing a new location to go visit by clicking on a different icon. Since it is morning, why don’t you go have breakfast? Choose the knife and fork.

Oh look, more girls. Talk with all of them and don’t forget to pay attention to the messages at the top of the screen. You will find out some of the things the girls like and don’t like. You can also listen in on their conversations to learn interesting little tidbits of knowledge that may be useful later.
What about all the other icons, are they important?

Yes, they are, let’s start with the icon of the nurse that is currently ‘X’ed’ out. Choosing that one when it is available, will take you to the doctor. If you spoke with the Receptionist and asked for directions, you will know that the doctor’s office opens at 09:00am.

Wait until then and go talk with the doctor. You will find out all about the electronic implant that everyone on the island has. Continue to talk with her to build her trust and gain her friendship or just use the cheat codes or mod to maximize her affection and love for you. Once you have accomplished that, she will explain how you can get a watch to access the implants of the girls on the island.

Often that will require you to bring her sperm samples. Hooray, you get to masturbate many, many times, or at least as long as your stamina, endurance and lust hold out. Please note that there are different types of sperm samples depending on what your level of lust is and whether you have taken a ‘Blue Pill’. You might have to use the cheat codes or the mod to adjust your stat levels to make sure you are turning in the type of sperm the doctor requires. Don’t worry if you don’t have the right type of sperm; you can always try again until you get it right.

Besides getting access to the girls’ implants, you will also receive HI Points or Company Favor which is the only currency accepted on the island. The more you have, the more you can buy; so, masturbate often and keep turning in samples. Don’t worry, the Doctor has an unending supply of vials for you.

Mouseover the other icons to get to the gym, beach, pool, massage parlor, night bar and even back to your room. Anything with a red ‘X” is either not currently open or unavailable. You will find different girls at the different locations. Talk and interact with them. My advice is to save your game often and explore what each location and action does. After a while it will be second nature to you, and you’ll barely have to glance at the icons to navigate yourself through the game.
I have the phone, now what do I do?

Your phone is your best friend. Open it and bring up this screen. Each of the icons represents an App. Mouseover them to learn what each does. If you can’t figure them out, you may as well delete the game, because you’ll never be able to play it completely.

Please, just this once, explain one, how about the ‘Shopping App’.

Okay, fine, just this once. All that Company Favor you have been accumulating by turning in sperm now has a use. Remember, it is the currency of the island! You can buy a better phone, articles of clothing, lotions and notions as well as various colored pills. Each colored pill has a specific function which are:

- Blue Pill - Will enhance your sexual prowess for some time.
- Green Pill - Will increase the recipient's lust.
- Yellow Pill - Will increase the recipient's strength for some time.
- Red Pill - Will increase the recipient's endurance for some time.
- Purple Pill - Will lower the recipient's lust.

I get an error message saying, I can’t pass a strength check even though my strength is at maximum and I have tried the Yellow and Red Pills.

Remember when you were warned repeatedly to not overuse the cheat codes or maximize everything in the mod? Congratulations, by not listening, you have borked the game and confirmed you are an idiot. More than likely the girl’s strength is set to 100, and you’ll never surpass her. You may try changing both of your stat levels and try again. Hopefully you have a restore point, from which you can reload.
The message at the top of the screen says a girl is angry with me. What do I do?

Remember Holiday Island is based on building relationships and raising the girl's affection and other feelings for you. The easiest way to accomplish this, is to give her a gift. Different gifts remove a different amount of anger for each girl. For example: A rose decreases anger while increasing love; a small box of candy decreases anger and increases affection, and a large box of candy decreases anger and increases both affection and favor. Just like real life, you can’t go wrong by gifting flowers and candy.

Since gifts can't be given often, you can also decrease the anger of some girls by offering to rub suntan lotion on them. First, make sure she is wearing a bikini or a skimpy bikini. Then choose to sit on the sun lounger with the girl. Offer to put lotion on her back and untie her bikini top. Just don’t be a pervert and touch her side-boobs. Afterwards, she will trust you again, and her anger will decrease, and her favor will go up.

How do I play and win at poker?

For starters if you do not know how to play, do a search online for “Texas Hold ‘em” to learn the rules, scoring and strategy. Personally, I use the cheat code so I know who wins the hand after the cards are initially dealt. However, you might be interested in buying a marked deck of cards to use when you play against the girls. You will know all of your cards ahead of time but not hers. If she suspects you of cheating, she’ll bring her own cards next time.
What is Hot Shots, and how do I play?

Hots shots can be played in the night bar ONLY on the nights Yumiko is tending bar. i.e. Sunday, Wednesday, Friday. Then when you click on a girl and see this button in the collection of ‘action’ buttons on your phone (lower right of your screen), you click it and the girl will leave briefly to change clothes and then the game begins and Yumiko will spin the wheel. There’s mini-games within this mini-game: like Quarters and Hangman. Should be self-explanatory, but search the internet if you don’t know how to play these games.

There are two goals: to undress the girl and get her to do something outrageous. Sorry, no one gets completely naked. Be careful, drinking too much will cause you or the girl to pass out, not fun. Keep your eye on the upper right of the screen to monitor how you are doing. Your goal should be to get "Heat" over 100 and keep "Girl Drunkenness" under 100. Remember this Guide is not a Walkthrough so you’ll have to figure out the answers to the various questions yourself.

What is up with the two different contests?

Aren’t they self-explanatory? I mean one is a ‘Best Butt’ contest and the other is a ‘Wet T-shirt’ contest. Jennifer is the emcee, and you are the judge. Pick whomever you like to win. Just know that some girls will be really, really grateful when they win and will invite you to their room to express their gratitude. Before you ask which ones, remember this is not a walkthrough; so, you will just have to find out on your own.
All that sounds well and good, but here is my main question. Is there any sex in this game, and if so, how do I have sex with my favorite girl?

Seriously you waited all this time to ask that question? You found this game on an ‘Adult’ game site, and it has been in development for almost two years. You have been given access to an approved mod and cheat codes. You have been given the means to extract all the CG’s and currently there are more than 4,000 images and video sequences. So yes, it is safe to say, there is sex in this game. I don’t know who your favorite girl is, nor do I care. All I can say is the creator is adding new content every month, and who knows, your favorite girl might be the next one to get a sex scene. However, if that is truly your main question after reading this far, you should really just delete the game and spend your time on PornHub or find another game to play.

Now that you have the game correctly installed, as well as any mods, it is time to play and enjoy the lovelies. Remember this guide and FAQ is not a walkthrough; so, you will have to play the game and figure some things out for yourself. Some girls have more content than others at the time of this writing. Regardless, at some point, you’ll want to interact with all of them. There are also scenes with the receptionist, doctor, maid, bartenders, masseuse, and Joy, the founder of Holiday Island. Remember, save early, save often. Now, on to the girls!

Here are the girls in alphabetical order.
Alice is one of the more popular girls. She has lots of content. Combine all her events, scenes, appointments, etc. and it totals over 40. She also has a really cute sister named Amy. With that much content saving is important, so save your game early and often.

Many of the achievements for Alice are wardrobe dependent, that means that the swimsuit or outfit she is wearing is important. If that isn’t clear enough, try them all to see which one might trigger the scene.

One of the more difficult achievements is to get strength training with Alice. Since this appointment is NOT repeatable, saving your game, so that you have a restore point is critical. Alice must be in her skimpy bikini. This is a random event; so, you’ll have to go to the gym numerous times during the day. Eventually you’ll find Alice by herself trapped under the weights. You rescue her, and she tells you that she wants to be strong like her sister Amy. She will schedule three (3) sessions with you and reward you with sex in her school girl costume in her room afterwards.

Finding Alice in the shower by herself or with her sister, Amy, are also random events. Just keep going back to your room at different times, and they will eventually trigger. Note: If Amy isn’t on the island, you obviously won’t see her in the shower with Alice.

When Alice dances for you in the bar, what you say matters!
Aly

Aly’s popularity has grown over the last couple of versions of the game that have been released. Currently combining all the content for her equals 28. Like most of the achievements for the girls, some are wardrobe dependent. Check your phone or the mod for hints.

Aly modeling Jennifer's swimsuit can be a bit tricky. When Aly is at the beach in her blue bikini, choose relax on the sun lounger. You will see her on the pier. She will tell you that Jennifer doesn't have the boobs to model her swimsuit. She will ask you to get Jennifer to give her the suit to model. Talk to Jennifer at the Night Bar about the swimsuit. She will tell you to talk to Aly. Talk to Aly when she is alone and when she isn’t the receptionist or in the bar. To get Aly alone you may have to send some girls off to change their outfits. You can also try visiting Aly in her room early in the morning and making an appointment to meet at the pool when it isn't in use. Talk to Jennifer at the bar. Talk to Aly, and she will schedule a time to pose for you.

The quest to get Aly to give you her teen pics is probably the most involved. When Aly is at the pool, sit with her on the sun lounger and ask her to pose for you. When you stare at her chest, she will tell you about her boobs growing when she was a teen. She will send you a pic. The quest button on your phone will now keep track of what she wants next. Once you get her what she wants, you can sit with her on the sun lounger the next day and talk to her about the teen pics. She'll send you another picture and may ask you to do something else.
When she asks for the black rose, go to Jennifer, who will send you to reception where you can download an app to buy one for 100 HI points. After you buy it, give it to Aly as a gift before sitting with her on the sun lounger.

When Aly wants three trophies, she needs to have them all in the same seven day period. Pick Aly to win the Best Butt and T-shirt contests on Wednesday and Saturday and hug and kiss Aly more than any other girl during the week. This will get her the three trophies and you will get the topless pic. After you do, she will pose topless for you if no one else is at the pool. She will pose topless for you in either her bikini or skimpy bikini.

You have a quest to complete before you can get Aly to play HotShots. For starters she has nothing to wear and wants a new outfit. Talk with Jennifer, the resident clothing designer to get an outfit. You will need to know all of Aly’s measurements. Once you get the new outfit, give it to Aly in the Night Bar when she asks for it prior to starting the game.
Amy was one of the first girls to receive content in the game. As you would expect, she has a lot. Like her sister, Alice, she has over 40 instances of combined content. Just like the other girls, a great deal of it is wardrobe dependent, meaning she has to be wearing the right swimsuit or outfit. For some, she has to be alone, so, either hope you find her by herself or send the other girls off to change their clothes. Amy was also one of the first girls to play ‘Hot Shots’ in the Night Bar. Once again, the value of saving often and having multiple restore points should be obvious.

Why so many ask how to have sex with Amy in the night bar bathroom is beyond me. However, have a drink with her in the bar when she is wearing her blue dress. Then when she leaves to go to the bathroom, wait 10 minutes and follow her.

Now as for getting Amy a new swimsuit and lingerie, you have to talk with her, and she’ll tell you she wants a sling bikini and some new lingerie. You buy both using the shopping app on your phone. Once you have them, just choose the wardrobe option and ask her to wear the special bikini. For the lingerie, visit her room at night and then give it to her, and she will model it for you.

As mentioned earlier, there is a great deal of content with Amy and more to come; so, save early and often.
Brenda currently has a total of 17 achievements and more are rumored to be coming. Currently, Brenda is one of six girls you can play ‘Hot Shots’ with in the Night Bar. Another reason to have Brenda on the island is, since she can do so many other jobs, like Doctor, Receptionist or Maid, this frees up other girls with more content to roam around the island where it is easier to interact with them.
Delizia is another girl without a lot of content, although a few things have been added with the last couple of version releases. She does have some hot scenes in the gym and doctor’s office. She can also be the Receptionist or Doctor; so, like Brenda, she can free up other girls.
Desire has a total of 29 achievements in her content. She can also work 3 different jobs: Maid, Doctor, or Receptionist. Much of her content revolves around these jobs. Currently, she is the only girl with two additional options after you beat her at poker.

**How do I get Desire to give me a titfuck?**

When Desire is the maid she will give you a titfuck if your lust is 75+. She will start to say something. Ask her what she was going to say, and if her lust is high, she will tell you she saw you staring at her breasts and give you a handjob. If your endurance isn't high, she will finish you off with a blowjob, but if you can pass the endurance check, then you will get the titfuck. Also, if you help Desire lift weights in the gym when she is in her skimpy bikini, it will unlock a titfuck option for winning at poker. Then if you beat Desire at poker, choose titfuck, and she will give you one with two endings to choose from.

**How do I get Desire to show me her pussy as the maid?**

Obviously, Desire must be working as the maid. Your lust must be 75+ and her lust must be 50. Then when you ask her to tell you what she was going to say, she will fail her lust check and flirt with you instead by bending over to show you that she is not wearing panties.

Having trouble with the stat levels being correct? Use either the approved mod or the console and cheat codes to set them where they need to be.
How do I get Desire to come looking for her phone?

Have Desire as the maid, then wait for her in your room during the afternoon. Eventually she will show up looking for her phone. Guess where it is.

How do I get Desire to pose in the pink maid outfit?

This is a random event. Desire and Natasha must both be on the island. (Natasha must be available to loan Desire her outfit.) Be in your room from 11:00 to 16:00, eventually Desire will show up and offer to pose for you. Desire cannot be involved with any other job. So, she cannot be the Maid, Doctor or Receptionist. The other two girls that randomly visit your room are Jessica and Yvette. Only one girl is going to visit per day, so if Desire isn’t visiting you, send Jessica and Yvette home.

How do I get Desire to have sex with Jessica?

This is a random event which happens after Desire and Jessica work out, which means that both girls must be on the island. Move to your room and back from 9:00 to 16:00. If Desire is working as the doctor or either girl is working the early shift at reception, it's not going to happen. Also, both girls cannot be at another location. It may take a while, but it will happen. Once it does, you will need a high hacking skill if you don't want to get caught and see the whole show. However, if you want all the achievements, then you’re going to want to get caught early and late by making some noise.
EVA

Eva’s popularity and thus her content have increased over the last couple version releases. As of this writing she has a combined content of 25 and like the other girls, a great deal of it is wardrobe dependent, meaning she has to be wearing the right swimsuit or outfit. Check the hints on your phone or within the approved mod and try them all. Also, pay attention to what you say and have a supply of suntan lotion.

She also has a couple random scenes, one occurring at the pool and the other in the elevator. No exact way to trigger either one, other than choosing the sun lounger option when she is at the pool. Note: You must get caught to get the achievement but have high enough charm so she doesn’t get angry. The elevator scene will start on one of your trips back to your room. The only thing to note is that to get the complete scene your endurance must be twice that of hers. Save early, save often and adjust the stats accordingly.

Eva will tell you the story of how her breasts were enlarged. Walk with her on the beach when she is wearing her skimpy bikini and stare at her boobs. She will begin the story. Then pick her to win either the Best Butt or Wet T-shirt contest to make a date with her. She will tell you more. Then you’ll need to talk to the receptionist to schedule a meeting with Joy on her next visit to the island to get the complete story.
Faye

Faye has a total content of 32 achievements. Along with ‘save early, save often’ some of her content is wardrobe dependent, so check the hints and try them all.

The other thing to remember with Faye is that along with your phone being your best friend, so is the ‘Blue Pill’. Faye likes large things. The advantage of being under the effect of a ‘Blue Pill’ during scenes at the pool and in the gym will be obvious.

Faye has some new scenes in the gym when you help her with weight training and pull-ups. Nothing really tricky as long as you have saved your game first and remember stats matter. Both hers and yours. Check your phone or the mod for additional hints. The majority of the time it is best to catch her alone in the gym. Either send the other girls off to change clothes or better yet, knock on Faye’s door and schedule a rendezvous in the gym.

Slightly different in the Night Bar, where you want her stats of Love, Affection and Lust high for fun additional scenes. Also, you may randomly bump into Faye in the hallway. If you’ve bumped into Ivy already, you can tell her that story and get to grope her. After that she’ll send you some sexy pics.

Lastly, if she is on the beach, and Aly is on the island, it would be a good idea to go jogging.
Heather’s content has increased dramatically over the last few version releases. Whereas once she just had a scene in the gym, now it seems she has scenes everywhere. Currently she has 33, and there are more rumored to be on the horizon. It helps that she can also be a Receptionist and a Masseuse, so besides freeing up the other girls, she also has scenes within those two jobs.

Two of the most frequently asked questions are: How do I get Heather to Pole dance in the Night Bar and How do I have sex with Heather after the pole dance?

You need to first see Heather choose her costume. Have Heather and one of the following girls on the island: Brenda, Delizia, Lacey or Renee. Go back and forth to your room every 30 minutes, and eventually the cosplay costume choosing scene will trigger. After this, there will be an option for Heather to Pole Dance for you in the Night Bar. Now here is the tricky part. You must ask Heather to dance for you. After she finishes, she will ask you to come upstairs. If you say you aren’t in the mood, you must delete the game immediately. You aren’t horny enough to play this game.

How do I get Heather to give me an erotic massage?

This seems obvious enough, but some people keep missing it. You have to actually sit in the chair within the massage parlor. Once there, ask Heather to give you an erotic massage.
How do I fuck Heather on the beach?

Heather must be at the beach in her skimpy bikini. Jessica must also be in her skimpy bikini, although she doesn’t have to be at the beach the same time as Heather. Walk on the beach with Heather. You may look at her cleavage the first time, but compliment her the second time. She will pose for you. Randomly (Do you really need to be told how saving your game is important?) Jessica will show up and the two girls will play and pose for you. Unless you are a dimwitted cretin, you should already know that it is in your best interest to be nice to Heather and not let Jessica distract you. By being nice to Heather and not just fixating on naked boobs, she will reward you by having sex in the surf with you.

Heather will also have sex with you at the pool, after she poses for you at the sunbeds. Stats matter as does wardrobe. Check your phone or the mods for hints. Lastly, she will appreciate your honesty when you tell her you need more ‘wanking’ material.
Just in case it wasn’t obvious, Ivy is the island’s resident Amazon. She currently has 22 achievements available within her content and the majority are wardrobe and stat dependent. Pay close attention to the hints on your phone or in the mod. Much like Faye, she likes large things, so be sure to have a ready supply of ‘Blue Pills’.

The most difficult achievement is to have sex with Ivy. You must have already ‘bumped’ into Ivy in the hall on your way back to your room at least once. Subsequently, Ivy must be in her skimpy bikini with high lust so send her off to change her swimsuit accordingly.

Save, save, save.

Now go back and forth to your room every 30 minutes. Eventually the random event will trigger. You must have taken the blue pill and get an erection. Ivy will notice this and carry you back to your room to have sex with you. You may need to use the cheat codes to get everything just right between the stats and effects. Shouldn’t be a problem since you saved your game, right?

Ivy has some new scenes in the gym. You won’t get them all in one attempt. You need to complete the early ones to get the rest. Also, be sure to hear Jennifer’s transformation story at closing in the Night Bar to see Ivy’s true strength.

There is a humorous ‘Easter Egg’ when Ivy is the Receptionist. Hit the call bell on the desk repeatedly while Ivy is standing there as the receptionist and see what happens.
Ah, sweet Jennifer... so young, so beautiful, a great bartender, an awesome workout instructor, clothing designer and no one emcees a Wet T-shirt or Best Butt contest quite like her. Joy is her great-aunt, and Jennifer is also a champion tit-fighter! Wait, what?!?!? Is there anything this girl can’t do? She's even pretty good at poker.

Jennifer has a total of 21 achievements, and most are pretty easy. The most involved is getting your new playroom. You will get a note from Joy about your new room after you have been on the island for some time. Talk to reception about the new room, and you'll find that Jennifer is in charge of it. She can only show you your new room when she isn’t working at the bar. Therefore, go to the reception desk on Sunday, Wednesday or Friday between 20:00 (8:00pm) and 22:00 (10:00pm) and ask about the room. The receptionist will call Jennifer to the desk to give you a tour of the new room and its features. You can then go back to talk to the receptionist about the new room. Eventually, Joy gets asked about giving you access to the room, and she leaves it up to Jennifer. Visit Jennifer in her room, and she will give you a quest. When that is completed, Jennifer will give you your key to the new playroom.
Once Jennifer has shown off your new room, she can tell you the story of how Joy changed her life and hired her to work on Holiday Island. This is randomly triggered at last call. At the end of the night, Jennifer will come out from behind the bar to tell you the bar is about to close. When she does, stare at her cleavage, however you need to be handsome or charming so that she doesn't get angry. She may just flash you her boobs and tell you about titfighting, but eventually, she will invite you to stay and have a drink with her. She will tell you her transformation story, but be prepared to stay up until 4am!
Jessica is another of the blonde bombshells that frequents the island. She has a total achievement content of 35, and much of it is wardrobe and stat dependent. Do I really need to tell you again to save early and save often?

Jessica will pose topless for you and more while she is at the pool. She can be in her bikini or skimpy bikini when you ask her to pose for you at the pool, but she must be alone. Ask any other girls there to change into other swimwear until Jessica is the only one there. Jessica is a tease; so if her posing gives you an erection, she'll stop, but if not, then she'll do something more to make you hard.

Jessica can also be a Receptionist or Maid and seems to have a penchant for late night swims. Pay attention to the dialogue in all her scenes, as what you say or how you answer matters. Have I mentioned you should save your game often?

Jessica can at times be a bit needy: either needing a sun lounger adjusted or some batteries charged. Go see the receptionist to find out about getting a charger, and you should be able to figure out the sun lounger on your own. On the bright side, if it weren’t for Jessica, you would never get to sleep with Heather.
The goddess and brains behind the entire Holiday Island operation: cougar, mad-scientist, and too sexy for words. Oh yeah, and she is Jennifer’s great-aunt. Did you know she keeps boy toys until she is bored and/or done with them? Just something to keep in the back of your mind.

You first meet Joy when you initially receive your lottery winning letter. Sometime around the third week, she will visit the island for the first time and slip a note under your door suggesting you meet her in her private office. She will explain the requirements for inviting new girls to the island and sending ones currently on the island home.

Joy likes to tease and get foot massages, as well as enjoying late night poker sessions. Just ignore that nagging little tingle in the back of your mind. She will visit the island again to finish telling the story of Eva’s breast enhancement, and she plays a huge role in Jennifer’s backstory. Don’t worry about all that boy toy nonsense. I mean, Joy is sending you awesome sexts, and you’ve had sex with her multiple times!
Can a small girl with normal size boobs get some love? Apparently so, as some more achievements have been added to her content recently, bringing the total to 12: some awesome scenes in the gym, as well as a heart stopping pole dance in the Night Bar. Don’t forget to take a walk on the beach with her, too.
In case you hadn’t noticed, Natasha will never drown, as she has two enormous personal floatation devices with her at all times. She can be a Receptionist or Maid. Did you forget that she is the one who loans Desire the cute pink maid outfit? Natasha currently has a total of 22 combined achievements.

Like Amy, you can also have sex with her in the Night Bar bathroom. Just make sure she is in her super sexy evening wear when you have a drink with her. Then, after she goes to the bathroom, follow her.

Natasha also likes to train in the gym by herself at night. It is highly recommended that you visit the gym at night when she is on the island and not working the evening reception desk.

Oh yeah, saving your game often, would be a good idea.
Alas, at this time there is not a lot of content for the lovely Renée. She can be a Receptionist or a Masseuse. For some unknown reason, Renée never seems to do well in the polls. However, some new content has been added lately. Most of it takes place in the Night Bar. You can play ‘Hot Shots’ with Renée and wait until you see what she is wearing or not wearing as the case may be. It is highly recommended that you have a drink with her also.
Yumiko

Everyone’s favorite Asian and alternate bartender can be found at the Beach Bar during the day and in the Night Bar on Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Besides pouring a mean drink, Yumiko is the moderator for the game ‘Hot Shots’. She can also affect how you interact with the other girls. I know that sounds complicated, but it really isn’t, so bear with me. Yumiko will come out from behind the bar to announce ‘Last Call’. Do you think maybe, just maybe, you should look at her cleavage? If it is just you and Yumiko alone in the bar, she will pose topless and have a drink with you. Being inquisitive, she will ask you who your favorite, second favorite and least favorite girls are. This gives you a chance to adjust how attractive a girl is to you. The first goes up 2, the second goes up 1 and the last goes down 2. Attraction affects how much your lust increases when you have an intimate action with a girl.

After that, Yumiko will see if you have an erection. If you do, she gives you a blowjob. If you don’t, she tells you how Joy invited her to the island, tells you about her audition and later sends you the 3 pics Joy took of her during the event. The second time Yumiko sees that you don’t have an erection, she will ask if you want to play "Guess Who" with her. She will start sending you pics of just a small piece of a larger image, and you have to guess who it is from just a part of the girl’s body.

Also, there is an ‘Easter Egg’ with Yumiko when you play ‘Hot Shots’. This has generated a lot of discussion. Yes, it is difficult. No, it is not impossible. Best advice: save your game before ‘Quarters’ and keep trying. You’ll be really glad when you get it!
Yvette

Last, but certainly not least, as she is the all-time champion of content, Yvette has a combined achievement total of over 60! You want a bundle of sexy, dynamite packed into a 4’ 11” frame? Yvette is everything and more than you could ever hope for or want.

Yvette can be a Receptionist or Maid, and as you might have guessed, she has scenes everywhere, and this shouldn’t come as a big surprise, the majority are wardrobe and stat dependent.

Save, save, save!

You’ll want lots of restore points to complete all of the available achievements with Yvette. For example, one of her scenes happens only when she is the night receptionist from midnight to 00:30am.

Yvette will need your help in the gym. Ask her to do pull-up training, and you’ll see what I mean. Now doesn’t it feel good to help out a fellow human being? Especially when she rewards you afterwards in her room.

Yvette loves to swim in the pool, and she’s always up for a race or playing with a flotation ring. Like Eva, you can also catch Yvette on the sun loungers. Of course, she might pose for you too at either the pool or beach.

Yvette has a huge sex drive; so you might actually catch her masturbating in her room. If you don’t know to be saving your game every chance you get by now, there is no hope for you.
As of the 0.1.6.0 release, Yvette now plays HotShots! She also needs your help on assisting her sister. After she visits you in your room and tells you the sob story, send her home off the island. Don’t worry you can invite her back after a week.

Once you do, you and she will have a private dinner. Nothing really tricky about it, but you will need to have a private dinner with her twice to get the full story and all her achievements. Can’t get an invite to another dinner? Try having her win the Butt or Wet T-Shirt contest.

For the last time, save early and save often!